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SUNPIPE: Beacon Barracks Stafford - Autumn 2015

• Beacon Barracks MOD base
• Sector: Government
• Contractor: Jones & Woolman UK (Ltd) and  

Britannia Site Solutions
• Location: Beacon Barracks, Stafford
• Product installed: SUNPIPE

 » 17 x 450 mm Diamond Dome SUNPIPE
 » 3 x 750 mm Diamond Dome SUNPIPE
 » 5 x 530 mm Diamond Dome SUNPIPE

A major redevelopment of MoD Stafford has recently been completed. The work 
included six new living accommodation blocks for single soldiers and unaccompanied 
personnel, a Mess, operations room for the maintenance of Falcon armoured 
vehicles, workshops, offices and garages, as well as new leisure and retail, including 
a coffee shop and grocery shop.

For Monodraught specifically, SUNPIPES were installed on a pitched roof with a 
Kingspan composite roof panel. Steve Smith from Jones and Woolman, a specialist 
installer of weathering systems for all types of openings in roof and wall cladding, 
who installed the SUNPIPES at Beacon Barracks stated:

“Monodraught SUNPIPES are easy to mount onto all roof types”.

The SUNPIPE natural daylight system directs sunlight into a room from roof level. 
The SUNPIPE collects daylight using a patented Diamond Dome, using a silverised 
PVD coated mirror-finished aluminium tube to transfer light to a room, with a ceiling 
diffuser evenly distributing the light around the room.

The benefits of SUNPIPES are:

• Cost effective – energy costs can be saved as the need for electric lighting 
during daytime hours is minimised by as much as 75%.

• Healthier – studies have shown that people work better under a natural 
daylight environment and natural daylight is known to combat Seasonal 
Affective Disorder (SAD).

• Sustainable energy in action – not only can SUNPIPE reduce energy usage it 
also leads to a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

The practical benefits of the product are that they easily fits between joists and 
rafters, no maintenance is required and top domes are self-cleaning due to their 
shape, eliminating condensation problems. Low maintenance is also a great driver 
for the building owner.

 Want to know more? Click Here

Find out how Monodraught systems can help you achieve healthier, cost-effective 
and more productive environments: info@monodraught.com, 01494897700
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SUNPIPE:  
Sainsbury’s Whitchurch

• Building Name: Sainsbury’s supermarket
• Building Location

 » City: Whitchurch
 » County: Shropshire
 » Country: United Kingdom

• Building Type: Supermarket
• Market Sector: Retail
• Architects: Chetwood Architects
• Installation Date: Completed December 2012

Located on a designated greenfield site Sainsbury’s opened their new 30,000 square foot store in Whitchurch, Shropshire in December 2012. In line with Sainsbury’s 
strict environmental policies the project specified SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems to provide daylight within the main shopping areas, customer café and staff facilities 
within the store.

For the main sales area, the specification called for 1200 Lux lighting level at one meter above the floor which was achieved by installing 90 x 1000 mm diameter 
SUNPIPE. A further 6 x 530 mm diameter SUNPIPE® met the 500 Lux specification for the customer café. SUNPIPE® were also installed within corridors and in the staff 
areas.

The relatively small footprint for SUNPIPE on the roof allowed the spare space to be used for PV panels and other plant items.

Key benefits

• 1200 Lux level achieved
• Daylight sensors provide integration with electrical lighting to optimise energy use
• In-store metering confirms a 15% saving on the store’s lighting load
• Lower CO2 emissions
• Low U-Values & G-Values
• Low maintenance, long life
• Relatively small footprint compared to traditional roof-lights
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Originally named the Handball Arena, the Copper Box was built to be the goal ball 
venue for London 2012 Olympics & Paralympics. As one of the legacy buildings of 
the Olympics, the Copper Box will be adapted to become a multi-sport arena for 
local community use, athlete training and other multi-use events.

Make Architects, responsible for the design set out a strict environmental criteria 
for the project of sustainable energy. Along with rainwater harvesting, the use of 
natural daylight would assist in reducing carbon and energy costs.  Having used the 
SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems on previous projects Make Architects entered in 
to discussions with Monodraught Ltd in May 2008 to investigate the possibilities of 
using this technology on the project. Make Architects specified a system that could 
deliver a 4% daylight factor.

Working with ARUP the Consulting Engineer, Monodraught presented a scheme 
that included 88 number 1500 mm diameter light pipes positioned strategically 
around the field of play. The systems also needed to be adaptable for when lower 
light levels were required so light shut off dampers were included along with special 
acoustic laminated glass.

Due to the nature of the project and the amount of congestion expected near the 
Olympic site, the systems were manufactured off site and delivered in sections 
ready to be installed on site.

Key benefits

• Estimated annual savings of 40% against electrical lighting costs
• Double glazed, high impact resistant glass
• Low U & G values
• Automatic damper controls to regulate sunlight
• Low maintenance, long life systems
• 4% daylight factor achieved
• Offsite pre-fabrication

Images are used with the kind permission of Mr Hugo A. Sanchez: 
hugo.al.sanchez@gmail.com

http://www.behance.net/robtiksabotage

SUNPIPE: The Copper Box

• Building Name: The Copper Box
• Building Location

 » City: London
 » Country: United Kingdom

• Building Type: Sports Arena
• Market Sector: Leisure
• Architects: Make Architects
• Consulting Engineers: ARUP
• Installation Date: Completed March 2011
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SUNPIPE: Poole Hospital SUNPIPE: Basildon Hospital

Dorset

The new Sandbanks ward at Poole Hospital includes a greater number of single 
rooms to improve patient privacy. The refurbishment concentrated on bringing a 
brighter, more modern environment for people who have to undergo a hospital 
stay.

Basildon

Direct Installation for Facilities Team, Estates Department.

Our SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems were chosen to replace ageing roof lights 
which originally provided daylight to internal corridors. The original skylights 
had aged considerably and provided little or no daylight but provided huge 
amounts of heat loss during winter periods. As part of a ward refurbishment 
project, the skylights were replaced with a composite weathering skirt to fit over 
the existing skylight upstands, minimising additional roofing requirements. The 
SUNPIPE systems were then fitted down to the new ceiling level. The works 
were carried out with the minimum of disruption to the areas being served.
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SUNPIPE: New Brentwood Resource Centre

• Client: South Essex Partnership NHS Trust
• Architect: Ingleton Wood
• Contractor: Hutton Construction

The new centre is a modern purpose built facility, which houses mental health outpatient, day care and therapy services for adult and older people in the Brentwood 
Locality. The completion of the resource centre has brought together a number of services which previously were operating in various buildings around the High Wood 
Hospital site.

Natural daylight was considered of primal importance on this new build development with the SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems utilised on the central corridors and to 
several of the treatment centres to increase the level of natural daylight over the level provided purely by the windows. In addition to the SUNPIPE systems further daylight 
is provided by VELUX roof windows and lantern lights.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Natural%20Lighting%20Case%20Studies
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SUNPIPE: Frenchay Hospital

• Location: East Ham
• Client: North Bristol NHS Trust
• Architect: Arturus Architects
• Contractor: ER Hemmings Ltd

SUNPIPE® natural daylight systems were chosen to provide natural daylight to the land locked 
internal spaces and deep plan on the new build consulting and therapy unit at Frenchay 
hospital. A series of SUNPIPES to the rear of the areas ensure that an even level of daylight is 
provided and washes the internal rooms with a high quality of light.

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Natural%20Lighting%20Case%20Studies
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SUNPIPE: Waitrose Altrincham

Altrincham

Monodraught has worked in partnership 
with supermarket Waitrose to develop a 
new retail lighting unit featuring a SUNPIPE® 

integrated into an artificial light fitting. 
The new system, a Composite SUNPIPE 
Assembly (CSA), is designed to maximise 
the use of natural daylight, while controlling 
and balancing it with artificial light.

In addition, Waitrose has now decided to 
extend the development of the SUNPIPE 
CSA to introduce similar solutions into the 
main selling environment.

Gloucester Quays

Sainsbury’s new 50,000 sq ft 
Gloucester Quays eco-store extends 
the lead taken by the supermarket 
chain’s Dartmouth store by installing 
Monodraught SUNPIPE® natural 
daylighting systems throughout the 
building. As electricity reduction is 
a high priority at Gloucester Quays, 
Sainsbury has ensured maximum use 
of natural daylight by installing a total 
of 146, 750 SUNPIPES in the roof.

SUNPIPE: Sainsbury’s Gloucester Quays

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Natural%20Lighting%20Case%20Studies
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Supermarket group ASDA has a comprehensive energy efficiency programme that includes identifying 
sustainable and renewable sources of energy for all its stores and depots.

Its flagship energy efficient store model, opened in Bootle, Merseyside features innovations such as a main 
structural frame built entirely from sustainably sourced timber, a recycled aluminium roof, and extensive use 
of natural lighting including Monodraught SUNPIPES® and translucent walls.

The Monodraught SUNPIPE systems are used to introduce natural daylight into a wide area of the first floor 
mezzanine area that includes a customer restaurant overlooking the sales floor and staff facilities including 
their restaurant and cafeteria, a communal changing room, a meeting room and offices.

Monodraught worked closely with ASDA’s M&E contractor SIAS on the specification and  installation of our 
750 mm SUNPIPE systems, which are designed to produce approximately 1000 lux at floor level, making them 
ideal for buildings of more than 7 m in height.

SUNPIPE: Asda Bootle

• Location: Bootle
• Architect: Ardas Architects

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Natural%20Lighting%20Case%20Studies
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Sixty-four 750 mm diameter 
SUNPIPES® provide natural 
daylight for the shop floor with a 
further sixteen 750 mm diameter 
units fitted in the offices, and five 
300 mm diameter units in other 
areas of the store.

Sainsbury’s aim was to be one of 
the first supermarkets to achieve 
a BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating for 
its commitment to sustainable 
construction.

SUNPIPE: Sainsbury’s Dartmouth

• Location: Darmouth
• Architect: Stride Treglown

Jack Tizzard School in Ealing, West London was a Special Needs School and it 
was considered that the soothing and calming effect afforded by SUNPIPES® 
creates the ideal environment for children with special needs. A high level 
of security is desirable. The absence of distraction created by view out from 
windows and the absence of stress caused by fluorescent lighting all contribute 
to a far healthier and more friendly environment.

SUNPIPE: Jack Tizzard School

• Location: London
• Architect: Clarke Kidwell Architects

mailto:info%40monodraught.com%20?subject=Website%20Query%20-%20Natural%20Lighting%20Case%20Studies
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A multi-million pound property has recently been completed 
on the outskirts of Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire by 
EAB Construction. EAB Construction are a company that 
specialises in offering a bespoke, award winning service, 
ranging from specification builds for private individuals 
through to their own uniquely designed and luxuriously 
appointed developments. Their client wanted to increase 
the amount of natural light available in two bathrooms and 
simultaneously reduce energy usage. They opted to install 
2 Monodraught SUNPIPE systems in their pitched slate roof 
with vaulted ceiling. 

The SUNPIPE natural daylight system directs sunlight into 
a room from roof level. The SUNPIPE collects daylight using 
a patented Diamond dome, using a silverised PVD coated 
mirror-finished aluminium tube to transfer light to a room, 
with a ceiling diffuser evenly distributing the light around the 
room. 

The Monodraught natural lighting solution brings the below 
benefits to the end-user:

• Cost effective – energy costs can be saved as the need 
for electric lighting during daytime hours is minimised 
by as much as 75%.

• Healthier – natural daylight is known to combat 
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).

• Sustainable energy in action – not only can SUNPIPE 
reduce energy usage it also leads to a considerable 
reduction in CO2 emissions.

The practical benefits of the product are that they easily fit 
between joists and rafters, no maintenance is required and 
top domes are self-cleaning due to their shape, eliminating 
condensation problems, particularly useful in this case as it 
is installed in two bathrooms.

Peter Warren from EAB Construction said “We were happy to 
work with local business Monodraught to supply the SUNPIPE 
systems.  We were convinced that their high-quality product 
would provide a great deal of natural light into an otherwise 
dark space, with no ongoing maintenance required.”

SUNPIPE: Domestic Case study:  
Beaconsfield House Re-development

Sustainable home-building, using  
Monodraught SUNPIPE’s to bring natural  
light indoors

• Sector: Domestic
• Contact: EAB Construction
• Location: Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire
• Product installed: 

 » 2 N° 300 mm SUNPIPE® system
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